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HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE OF MULSEMEDIA SOFTWARE SYSTEM 
 
This paper delves deep into the creation of a unified, high-level architecture for an emerging category of software 

known as mulsemedia software. Mulsemedia, a term that connects 'multimedia' and 'sensory', refers to an extended version of 
multimedia. Unlike traditional multimedia which primarily focuses on visual and auditory data, mulsemedia encompasses a 
broader spectrum of temporal multimodal data. A core component of this concept is the mulsemedia object, essentially a 
physical entity monitored by a computer system. This is done through the integration of various sensors, aimed at capturing a 
comprehensive digital representation of the object. The goal is to have this digital description be so intricate and detailed 
that it mirrors the human sensory experience when perceiving the object. Mulsemedia software, therefore, can be understood 
as an application that specializes in handling this rich, temporal multimodal data, providing a holistic view of the 
mulsemedia object. The software landscape already features categories that align with the mulsemedia software system, 
notably the digital twin platforms and metaverse applications. However, mulsemedia stands out as a relatively new concept, 
and thus there's a pressing need to establish novel methodologies to develop software that can efficiently and effectively 
interact with diverse modalities of mulsemedia data. The primary focus of this research is centred on conceptualizing and 
formulating a high-level architecture tailored for mulsemedia software. This architecture, while robust in its design 
principles, boasts versatility, making it seamlessly adaptable across a myriad of application scenarios and use cases. Such a 
foundational architecture will pave the way for future advancements in mulsemedia software development, fostering 
innovation in this burgeoning field. 
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ВИСОКОРІВНЕВА АРХІТЕКТУРА МУЛЬСЕМЕДІЙНОЇ ПРОГРАМНОЇ СИСТЕМИ 
 

Ця стаття присвячена розробленню уніфікованої високорівневої архітектури нового класу програмного забезпечення – 
мульсемедійного програмного забезпечення. Цей клас програмного забезпечення працює з даними, які визначають розширене 
мультимедіа, також відоме як мульсемедіа. Концепція мульсемедіа передбачає роботу з темпоральними мультимодальними 
даними, що описують мульсемедійний об’єкт, який є фізичним об’єктом, що контролюється комп’ютерною системою за 
допомогою набору сенсорів для формування мультимодального цифрового опису, який визначає об’єкт настільки комплексно, як 
його може сприйняти людина через свої органи чуття. Таким чином, мульсемедійне програмне забезпечення – це програмна 
система, яка працює з темпоральними мультимодальними даними, що визначають мульсемедійний об’єкт. Спорідненими до 
мульсемедійних програмних систем класами програмного забезпечення є платформи цифрових двійників та застосунки 
метаверсу. Мульсемедіа є відносно новою концепцією, і вона вимагає створення нових підходів до розроблення програмних 
застосунків, які працюють з мульсемедійними даними різних модальностей. Дослідження, представлене у цій статті, 
зосереджено на розробленні архітектури високого рівня, яку можна легко застосувати до різних випадків використання.  

Ключові слова: мульсемедіа, архітектура програмного забезпечення, метаверс, цифрові двійники. 

 

Introduction 

Recently, there has been an expansion of application of software systems in fields that were traditionally 

considered to belong exclusively to human mental activity. A clear example is the medical industry, where the 

decision is always made by a human – a medical doctor. However, the use of artificial intelligence for pattern 

recognition and primary diagnostics demonstrates that software solutions can be effectively applied in areas of 

human activity where they were not used before. This tendency also has other manifestations. So, for example, the 

creation of the Metaverse concept is actually the beginning of deep digitalization, which involves the transfer of part 

of human activity to the digital world [1, 2]. This will require new approaches to the presentation of information 

about the physical world for the reproduction of real objects in a virtual environment. At the same time, there will be 

a need for the reverse, that is, the reproduction of the properties of virtual objects in the real environment so that the 

user can feel these properties with the help of his senses. This can be done with the help of mulsemedia technology, 

that is an extension of multimedia technology [3, 4].  

Mulsemedia enables digitalization of information that humans receive through their senses. If audiovisual 

information is always in use for interaction between a computer system and a user, other types of sensorial 
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information such as olfactory, tactile, gustatory, kinesthetic and theroceptic are new forms of information to be 

exchanged between a computer system and a user.  

Application of the mulsemedia concept requires the use of specialized hardware which allows to capture 

multisensory information. Nowadays, there is a wide range of such a hardware either available on the market or still 

under the development on research labs [5-14]. However, mulsemedia software still requires further development. 

This research is aimed at filling the gap between a large number of possible applications, a wide range of available 

hardware and limited examples of mulsemedia software.  

 

Literature Review 

In [3], the authors formulate the main challenges for delivering multisensory effects to heterogeneous 

systems and suggest an interoperable mulsemedia framework to address the indicated challenges. For this purpose, 

they propose an open distributed mulsemedia system where architectural and design patterns are used for meeting 

the requirements on communication, connectivity, and sensory effects metadata standard. The approach takes into 

consideration availability of corresponding mulsemedia devices in the user’s environment. 

The paper [4] is devoted to the development and evaluation of a mulsemedia software-hardware system for 

high education in medicine. The system uses virtual reality elements. The authors use this system to study the 

impact of using virtual reality simulators on students’ motivation to learn. 

In [10], the authors provide an overview of recently developed wearable haptic devices. These devices 

classified by their ability to operate with different modalities which characterize an object’s properties such as 

texture, weight, size, shape, etc. The research shows that a combination of tactile and kinaesthetic feedback, in 

particular,  vibrotactile and tendon-driven mechanisms, enables more extensive and detailed exploration of the 

object’s properties. 

In [13], the authors present the technology of taste information processing. Taste sensors, which are also 

named electronic tongues or bioelectronic tongues, are devices designed to be applied in food industry (for 

evaluation of food and beverages) and healthcare (for medical diagnostics). 

The paper [14] shows the design and application of the electronic tongue. This device consists of sensors, 

data acquisition system, multiplexers, and a data analysis system. The processing of data received from the device 

includes data acquisition, scaling, multivariate data analysis, classification and cross validation.  

The paper [15] presents a generative approach to the development of mulsemedia applications. This 

approach is demonstrated on the use case of education. For this purpose, the authors modelled  a family of 

multisensory education applications that explore the education scenario. They also focused on extension of the 

MML metamodel to support the modelling of sensory effects. 

In [16], the authors provide the general information on the mulsemedia systems, which encompass 

audiovisual content associated with multisensory effects, users’ quality of experience, and human-computer interaction. 

The framework enables different scenarios including: (1) video clip enriched with external light, smell, vibration, and 

wind; (2) smell-intensive system, and (3) 360° VR mulsemedia system. The implementation of the mulsemedia system 

according to these scenarios can facilitate further wider use of such systems in different areas of human activity. 

The analysis of the existing literature sources allows us to conclude that the further research related to the 

concept of mulsemedia must be focused on the designing a reference architecture for the software development. 

Thus, the research objective is to design a unified high-level architecture for the development of 

mulsemedia software applications for different areas of human activity. This architecture must enable the possibility 

of using different devices that operate with multisensory information. 

 

Presenting Main Material 

To present the designed unified high-level architecture, we need to formulate two fundamental notions. 

Definition 1. Mulsemedia object is a physical object which is supervised by a computer system using a set 

of sensors in order to form multimodal digital description that defines the object as complex as if it can be perceived 

by humans through their organs of sensing. 

Definition 2. Mulsemedia software is an application which operates with temporal multimodal data 

defining a mulsemedia object. 

The developed architecture is presented in Fig. 1.  

This architecture assumes that a mulsemedia object is described through several data modalities. For 

example, if the mulsemedia object is a gas-distribution unit, it can be represented by three data modalities: (1) it can 

be supervised visually by a video camera; (2) it can be under control through a haptic interface; (3) its current state 

can be registered using a smell detector. Using sensors and actuators for these modalities, both monitoring and 

operation of the gas-distribution unit can be provided in a remote mode on a qualitatively new level by developing 

and employing appropriate mulsemedia software. In case, if a mulsemedia object is a technical object, mulsemedia 

software can be implemented as a digital twin platform. In case, if a mulsemedia object is expected to be 

implemented as a virtual object, mulsemedia software can be a part of the metaverse platform. 

According to the designed architecture, a mulsemedia software system includes the following components. 

The core of the system is the Mulsemedia Object's Data Processing Logic module. It represents the 

essential part of temporal multimodal data processing for the given task for the operation with the mulsemedia 

object. This module is expected to implement the operations on TJSON-objects. 
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Fig. 1. Mulsemedia Software High-level Architecture 

 

A TJSON-object is an extension of a JSON-object. JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is widely used as a 

format for storing and transporting data as it is easy to understand and use [17]. Thus, a JSON-object is a description 

of a certain object, for example, the object of observation based on JSON format. However, if the object of 

observation is a mulsemedia object, its description requires temporal information of different modalities. That is 

why JSON format needs to be extended for representing of temporal multimodal data describing the same object 

that is mulsemedia object. This can be done by introducing a special version of JSON format that includes time 

stamps. This advanced JSON format enables defining a TJSON-object that is a Timeline JSON-object [18].  

In the designed architecture, a TJSON-object is produced by the module of Temporal Multimodal Data 

Streams Synchronization, and it is stored in the Local Database. 

The module of Temporal Multimodal Data Streams Synchronization implements the method of multimodal 

mulsemedia data consolidation which enables the combination and synchronization of multimedia data using the 

principles of multithreading [18]. The module receives both data of different modalities and their time stamps as 

input data. In their turn, data of a certain modality and its time stamps are the outputs of two other modules: Data 

Format Transformation module and Time Stamps Extraction module. The purpose of the Data Format 

Transformation module is to convert data of certain modality from its original format to a format implemented as the 

basic format in a particular mulsemedia software system. Criteria for the selection of a proper format depend on 

several aspects including the task for the mulsemedia object investigation and hardware used for sensing this object. 

The challenge here is that currently mulsemedia hardware is not standardized when it comes to such specific 

modalities as haptics, olfaction and gustatory. It means that there is not a predefined way of data representation 

format to be used in the mulsemedia software system. At the same time, it gives flexibility in operating with 

multimodal data to the developers. The Time Stamps Extraction module is aimed at extraction of temporal 

information from the multimodal data presented either as a stream or as a file in a certain format. It receives the data 

of a specific modality from the Data Format Transformation module. 

Each modality of information defining the mulsemedia object is supported by a set of devices: sensors for 
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collecting data of this modality and actuators for providing the feedback. The control of these devices is carried out 

through the Sensors' Array Control module and the Actuators' Array Control module. These modules exchange 

instructions with the Mulsemedia Object's Data Processing Logic module. 

Data streams of all modalities are transferred from the arrays of sensors for different modalities 

registration. These streams are collected by the Data Collection Hub which is a cloud component of the mulsemedia 

software system. It directs data to both the cloud Data Storage and the Data Preprocessing module. The purpose of 

the Data Preprocessing module is to enhance the data quality before the data stream is processed by the Data Format 

Transformation module. 

The interaction of the user with the mulsemedia object or its digital representation (digital twin) is provided 

by using the set of simulators, renders, and actuators operating with a certain modality. 

A simulator either can be implemented as a component of the mulsemedia software system or it can be an 

external application compatible with this system. The use of simulations is supported by the Mulsemedia Object's 

Simulation module which exchange instructions with the Mulsemedia Object's Data Processing Logic module. 

A render is both a device and its driver which enable reproduction of information for certain modality. 

Interconnection between the render’s driver and the Mulsemedia Object's Data Processing Logic module is fulfilled 

through the Mulsemedia Object's Rendering module. 

Thus, the designed architecture supports all aspects of processing the temporal multimodal data describing 

the mulsemedia object. It can be implemented by using either general-purpose languages or the domain-specific 

programming language ASAMPL [19, 20]. 

 

Conclusions 

The presented high-level architecture of a mulsemedia software system is aimed at facilitating the 

development of mulsemedia-based software solutions for a wide range of applications. The designed reference 

architecture can be adapted to different sets of temporal multimodal data describing a mulsemedia object. The 

essential feature of this architecture is that it assumes: (1) extraction of hidden time stamps from data presented in 

different formats; (2) composing data of all modalities as one TJSON-object; (3) possibility of various scenarios for 

operating with information about a mulsemedia object. 

Further research can be focused on the development of specific software libraries which implements 

procedures of working with sensors, actuators, renders, and simulators for different modalities representing a 

mulsemedia object. 
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